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Please note pre ordering  
Leather is a beautiful natural product, variations will occur, as will holes, Brahman zippers (this is from the removal of the hump from Brahman cattle) , 

scars, marks and fold lines- all hides will have some marking natural characteristics.  These are standard with leathers internationally and are natural 

characteristics not flaws.  Colour variations from client samples are normal especially in Aniline leathers—like the Havana Range esp Café and Cedar. We 

have over 40 upholstery ranges and numerous suppliers all hides will have slightly different specifications. 

 

 If you are sending the leather on to someone to manufacture for you—please make them aware of this information  
 

The leather industry here used to only supply leather from N.Z , mainly corrected grains,  so aniline/semi aniline hides can confuse clients in regards 

to their quality—these hides are more expensive and show more natural markings. 

 

 In the last 5 years there has been significant change to the supply of hides, and the cost of hides due to  huge demand from international markets, 

and the meat cull being down. 

 

Our hides can have features that are different to what may have been normal from another supplier.  

If you have not had supply of the product before—please ask about yields, and range specifications or see our website FAQ’S page.  We are here to 

educate as supply partners.  

 

We suggest you read our FAQ’s Page on the website for more information—on yield, leather grades, cutting panels and our how to order leather page.  Our site is full 

of invaluable information on ordering leather.  The leather market has changed dramatically in the last few years. We like to work with clients and help educate you 

on the ever changing leather supply market, We supply hides from all over the world, each of our 40+ ranges have different specifications.  Some will have Brahman 

Zippers, others may have fold marks, others will fade in the light, have large colour variation —This is all natural and to be expected in leather 

 

 

Before you order your leather _A few things to know about upholstery leather   

 Zippers and holes - Brahman cattle hides have holes, this is becoming more prevalent in the supply chain.  Toro, Picasso will have Brahman Zippers.   So will other supplied hides at 

times.  Sojourn does not, nor will our N.Z supplied hides.  

  Average Hide size is 4.8sqm on most hides. Picasso hides on average are 5sqm and can be as large as 6sqm. Premium brand European hides are on average 5.3sqm . Sojourn 

hides are on average 3.2sqm or 35sqft.     

 Folds in our international Aniline leathers, all leathers are shipped internationally folded. They are rolled once they arrive in Australia. Fold marks in hides are to be expected, they 

work out in manufacture.  Creases can be hung to remove (this takes time) or ironed out. 

 Please let us know if you have large panels to cut, and we can try and get you hides with large panels.  A large panel is 1.6 long. 

 Picasso has a 4 panel cut this is 4 panels of 70cm x 70cm out of every hide.   

 We require a 50% deposit on all indent orders pre ordering them. Indent orders cannot be returned unless faulty. 

 Most of our upholstery hides have a minimum certification of Domestic/Commercial use.  Sojourn has no certification. We have a large range of leathers with Auto, aviation, includ-

ing FAR and marine certs. 

 All our upholstery leathers are a minimum of 0.9/1.1mm thick  - we have luxury ranges that are  generally around 1.3mm  we also have a range that goes to 1.8mm 

 Many of our leathers have the AFRDI certification proving they are genuine leather.  

 Leather is a natural product, it is also a luxury product and there will be wastage. There will be more wastage on semi and full anilines. Scars, holes and marks are natural. 

 

 

When you order your leather 

We prefer upholstery orders in Square meters, with a min amount and a maximum amount.   

Example:  minimum of 20 maximum of 24. We will always supply over the ordered amount, average hide size is generally 5sqm, so if you needed 8 you may get 10-11, sojourn hides are 

smaller—about 3.5sqm.    

 

We do our best to supply quickly, some hides come in on indent,  some are stocked here in our warehouse.  Each hide has an individual size so we have to pick orders specifically for you to give you meas-

urements—and a proforma invoice.  

 We order indent product every Thursday, we need orders to be in first thing Thursday morning at the latest, if you do not have a 20th of the month account we will need 50% deposit to 

place the order.  International orders can take 10 –15 business days. 

When you get your leather 

Acceptance of Product  

We recommend you check the hides prior to cutting or marking or changing the hides from their original state, as this action constitutes acceptance of the product.  We suggest you take 

the time to read this form.  If you are sending the leather on to someone to manufacture for you—please make them aware of this information .  So they are aware if they get Toro/

Picasso it has zippers.  Or that Sojourn is smaller hides.  

  

Things to check:  

· You have the correct quantity, colour and leather type that you ordered. Please be sure about how much you are ordering on indent lines, we cannot take product back, it will have been 

specially ordered for you.  We cannot take back over ordered amounts 

  

· There are variations in deliveries from dye lot to dye lot. Please check dye lots before cutting the leather you have received.  

  

· That there are no flaws that are uncharacteristic of leather. We are not responsible if you put a brand mark or scar, tick mark in an area your client is not happy with.   If you have an 

issue— Please send a photo to info@lapco.co.nz 

  

· Like most leather companies we purchase and sell TR (Table Run)- in all hides except upholstery.  There will always be wastage in leather—as much as 60-70%, getting to know about 

hides, yields and cutting panels is recommended—see our website for FAQ’S— and our How to Order leather page. If in doubt email info@lapco.co.nz  

  

  

Returns - Please see our website for our full returns policy—you must have a Lapco Representatives approval.  Additional information is supplied with orders. 

We are experts in leather supply – the current state of the market and the hides coming through.  
 

 Please ask our advice, or get your manufacturer to ask us what they need to know regarding yield, cutting ratios & hide 
appearance.   



THANK YOU FOR CHOOSING OUR LEATHER—NOW YOU HAVE YOUR HIDES 
BEFORE YOU CUT INTO OR MARK THE HIDES, PLEASE NOTE  

 
 

Leather is a beautiful natural product, variations will occur, as will holes, Brahman zippers (this is from the removal of the hump from Brahman cattle) , scars, marks and 
fold lines. These are standard with leathers internationally and are natural characteristics not flaws.  Colour variations from client samples are normal especially in Aniline 
leathers—like the Havana Range.  
 
We suggest you read our FAQ’s Page  on the website for more information—on yield, leather grades, cutting panels and our how to order leather page.  

Our site is full of invaluable information on ordering leather.  The leather market has changed dramatically in the last few years.  
 
 
Acceptance of Product  

We recommend you check the hides prior to cutting or marking or changing the hides from their original state, as this action constitutes acceptance of the product.  We 
suggest you take the time to read this form.  
 
Things to check:  

indent lines, we cannot take product back, it 

will have been specially ordered for you.  We cannot take back over ordered amounts 
 

ved.  
 

mark in an area your client is not happy with.   If 
you have an issue— Please send a photo to info@lapco.co.nz 
 

- in all hides except upholstery.  There will always be wastage in leather—as much as 60-70%, getting 
to know about hides, yields and cutting panels is recommended—see our website for FAQ’S— and our How to Order leather page. If in doubt email info@lapco.co.nz  

 
 
We prefer orders in Square meters,  with a min amount and a maximum amount 
Example:  minimum of 20 maximum of  24. We will always supply over the ordered amount, average hide size is 5sqm, so if you needed 8 you may get 10-11.  Because of 
the average hide size.  

 
A few things to know about upholstery leather  

uropean hides are on average 5.3sqm . 

Sojourn hides are on average 3.2sqm or 35sqft.     
• Folds in Aniline leathers, all leathers are shipped internationally folded. They are rolled once they arrive in Australia. Fold marks in hides are to be expected, they work out 
in manufacture.  Creases can be hung to remove (this takes time) or ironed out. 
• Please let us know if you have large panels to cut, and we can try and get you hides with large panels.  A large panel is 1.6 long 
• Picasso has a 4 panel cut this is 4 panels of 70cm x 70cm out of every hide.  

• We require a 50% deposit on all indent orders pre ordering them. Indent orders cannot be returned unless faulty. 
• Most of our upholstery hides have a minimum certification of Domestic/Commercial use.  Sojourn has no certification. 
• All our  upholstery leathers are a minimum of 0.9/1.1mm thick  
• Many of our leathers have the AFRDI certification proving they are genuine leather.  
• Leather is a natural product, it is also a luxury product and there will be wastage. There will be more wastage on semi and full anilines . Scars, holes and marks are natu-

ral. 
  
 
We order indent product every Thursday, we need orders to be in first thing Thursday morning at the latest, if you do not have a 20th of the month account we will need 

50% deposit to place the order.  International orders can take 10 –15 business days. 

Returns - Please see our website for our full returns policy—you must have a Lapco Representatives approval.  

These  3 notes deserve special mention.   

DO NOT  tape the leather, we frequently have people return hides with masking tape, packing tape on the hides – this damages the hides- this is not acceptable on either 

side of the hide. And will be considered damage 

DO NOT roll the leather in the wrong direction this is very important for belting and saddlery sides – the top surface of the hide should be out.  – Unless it is upholstery 

hides then top surface should be rolled in  - rolling in the wrong direction damages the hide. 

Both these will be considered damage. The items must be returned in original saleable condition.  Please take care to package goods carefully in the same form they were 

dispatched to you.  If we are unable to sell the goods due to damage sustained when being returned, we reserve the right to charge you for any loses we incur . 

Indent orders cannot be returned 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 


